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Unikey 4. 2 portable

Computers are getting smaller, thinner, and lighter with every new generation of consumer technology. A smartphone is a pc you carry in your pocket, you can play advanced games using portable gaming systems, and you can interact with your smartphone with a small gadget on your wrist. All of these things are mobile
devices, but they don't necessarily have to be mobile devices. A mobile device is a general term for any portable computer or smartphone. The term is often used interchangeably with a handheld device, a mobile device, and a laptop. There is no standard definition for mobile devices, although the term is likely to have
been used longer than the term mobile device. As the name suggests, a portable device simply means something that is small and light enough to move and wear with relative ease. Even the first laptop, the Osborn 1, which weighed as much as 24 pounds, was considered a laptop. Portable is a broad term that covers
everything from a printer you can carry with you to the smartphone you carry in your back pocket. The term appeared much more frequently before laptops and smartphones became popular, perhaps because before the smartphone revolution there was a clear distinction between computer devices that could (quite) be
moved easily and those that could not be. Nowadays, most gadgets, including phones, tablets and laptops, are more often considered mobile devices. The distinction is good, but important. Instead of focusing on portability and the portability of an item, the term mobile device describes how it helps users. These devices
are small enough and capable of being mobile. The term mobile device also means wireless connectivity. If your mobile device doesn't have internet access, we probably don't consider it a very capable productivity tool. In fact, connectivity becomes the biggest distinction between mobile and mobile devices. For example,
an external hard drive or external battery can be considered a mobile device, while a small wireless hotspot can be considered a mobile device. Today, there are many mobile devices, from media players and game consoles to wearable computers and smartphones. Over time, the distinction between mobile and mobile
devices can become a problem. With the advent of the Internet of Things, most gadgets, portable or not, receive wireless or connectivity features. With the spread of high-capacity USB drives, but constantly shrinking, it is downright ... Read morePortable FirefoxG / O Media can get commissionLisie readers love Firefox,
and with portable Firefox you can take away your web browsing experience and all the accompanying fixes and extensions that you have learned and with you wherever you are. You can apply all customizations to your mobile version, including extensions, bookmarks, and editing configuration files. Minor changes under
the portable portable hood make it more suitable for using a flash drive, such as the default disable read/write intensive disk caching. It also respects its boundaries as a portable app, opting out of the usual check to make sure it's the default browser. After you download a copy of your Firefox portable, make sure you turn
on flash support, customize portable Firefox, and learn how to sync firefox installations. Windows only: You're in internet explorer only IT lock, so of course you're using portable... Read moreKeePassUse of the same tired password for everything is a big security threat anyway in the last century. KeePass is a great
password management tool – in fact, it topped the list of top five password managers – and is naturally portable without requiring any modifications to live on your thumb drive. In addition to the basic function of securely organizing and storing passwords, it also has many useful features such as generating a secure
password, even HAL won't guess your Match.com account password is $s 2k230!nE$g^8GD@gNygh(hFod0*2E. KeePass also supports great plugins that do everything from automatically filling in password fields to importing login information from other apps like Firefox. Open-source app KeePass takes home gold from
last week's Hive Five Best Password... Read moreVLC PortableVLC is an open-source and cross-platform media player full of features. Even if you've never used it for anything more than using some media stored on a flash drive, you'll be very pleased. In addition to basic media playback, VLC can play ripped DVDs,
stream media, and repair synchronized video and audio. If you're curious if VLC will play the media you throw at it, check out the large list of compatible formats it supports; you'll find it hard to find something you can't watch with VLC. Cross digital media platforms Swiss Army knife VLC can play almost any type of file
shed on Read moreTrueCryptAlthough hampered by the ugly need for administrative privileges or early installation on a given computer- TrueCrypt must load the device driver for its encryption on the fly and decryption-TrueCrypt remains a favorite reader for thumb drives. In areas where you control computers or have a
friendly local administrator, it's hard to beat the privacy benefits of TrueCrypt. TrueCrypt creates encrypted file containers that act as independent disk volumes. You can easily create a 2GB container on a 4GB flash drive and store all your private data in it so that no one can access your personal information if you lose
your thumb drive. Programs and media can be loaded from the container — after you enter your password and, of course, mount it — just as they can come from unencrypted part of the flash drive. For a more detailed overview of how TrueCrypt works and how to use it, see Gina's previous guide to encrypting data with
TrueCrypt. Portable Thunderbird How much time Get their email fix through a combination of Firefox Portable and web-based email service, many of you put in a passionate vote for Thunderbird as a portable email solution. Portable Thunderbird has all the features you'd expect from a standalone email client. It supports
IMAP and POP3 servers, has tad-based message browsing, advanced folder management and the kind of extensibility that everyone loved in their Firefox siblings. Short without having to comply with the whims of some crazy corporate-ON-manager, most users will have a hard time finding reasons to not use Portable
Thunderbird for their stand alone mail-reporting needs. After downloading Thunderbird, be sure to check out our roundups of eight Thunderbird killer extensions, how to embed a website like TiddlyWiki- in Thunderbird, and how to sync your pocket PC with Thunderbird.Now that you've seen what's interesting, an entirely
open-source list of the most loved apps it's time to vote for your favorite: Is your favorite program up on the list this week, we'd love to hear about portable programs that make your life easier. Sound off in the comments and share portable app riches with other readers. TechRadar is supported by its audience. When you
buy through the links on our website, we can earn a affiliate commission. Learn more TechRadar Newsletter Sign up to receive the latest news, reviews, reviews, analysis and more, as well as the hottest technology offerings! Thank you for registering with TechRadar. You will receive a verification email shortly. There
was a problem. Please refresh the page and try again. No spam, we promise. You can unsubscribe at any time and we will never share your information without your consent. Want to play games on the go? In the past, this meant one thing - the Nintendo GameBoy. And while Nintendo has managed to beat every rival in
the past, new technologies and devices can simply push the king away, except he has a new rival as well. Here's a look at the state of portable games this fall. Phones: Almost everyone sold today phone is able to download and play basic games. Unlike smartphones that cost over $500 each, these B-minus phones are
cheap and plentiful. But don't expect titles that beat the world— think Bejeweled and Tetris. But if you just want a quick mind-bender, or a little fun, your phone will do the deal. My favorite titles include JamDat Bowling, the crazed addictive simulator and Racing Sorrenta Fox Sports. Look for EA's founder, Trip Hawkins'
new company, Digital Chocolate, to release awesome games on your phone later this year and next. NGage: Yes, it's a phone, but it deserves its own category. Nokia's first NGage was supposed to connect fully to a portable game player with a modern mobile phone, but failed Completely. But with a few pliers and tucks,
the latest version of the company is actually a decent contender. With an ok array of games including FIFA Soccer, Spider-Man 2, Driv3r and i NGage offers an interesting hybrid. Additionally, you can buy your games instead of renting them from a phone company. But it's still a first-generation device. I'm looking forward
to NGage version 2, which I expect to see next spring at E3, the annual gaming convention. Tapwave Zodiac: This may be the best portable gaming device out there and is a palm-fringed PDA to boot. The screen is large and colorful, 3-D graphics inspiring, and control easy to use. Unfortunately, The Zodiac has not
attracted the attention of many major game developers, which translates into a poor list of titles. Still, if you want to replace the PDA and want to play games, the zodiac offers huge potential in a pocket pack. GameBoy Advance: Despite the competition, Nintendo still rules. Children from five to 50 clutch popular portable

on the school bus and in the first class similar. With an amazing array of new titles, including fun new Pokemon games, the new GoldenEye Rogue Agent and others, it's one to beat. And it's still less than $100.GameBoy DS: Nintendo doesn't take all the competition lying down, however. On November 21, the portable
gaming powerhouse will release another iteration of GameBoy, DS. This revolutionary device contains not one but two screens, one on each flap of the clamshell player. The upper screen is designed for the basic game, while the lower touch screen can be used for control or other hidden magic. It even includes wireless
Wi-Fi for group games near the box with no per-minute charges and digital note-taking. Although initially ridiculed by blasé press games, it has great potential. I played with early hour prototypes at the reveal last spring and found it captivating and transcendent. It will contain a decent number of launch titles, including a
portable version of Mario 64, GoldenEye and a sim variant called Urbz. Sony PSP: Honey, I shrunk the Playstation! You won't be able to buy it until next year, but this portable adds video playback to your portable gaming platform. It has a relatively wide screen, and users of early prototypes are stubborn. However, I am
sceptical. You'll need to buy movies and games on a brand new type of CD— one small enough to fit in the player. And unlike other handhelds that can be played for 10 hours or more on a single charge, I've heard rumors that a PSP will only last two or three hours while streaming content from a CD. Combining video
playback with games, Sony may end up with a hybrid that is less powerful than a standalone game player and less useful than a portable DVD player. But anything can happen from now until the spring of next year, when it debuts officially. Headphones: In addition to phones, many portable gaming devices will end up
being carried by children. And to be honest, there's nothing more annoying than sitting next to some pliers listening to his GameBoy But most headphones are designed for adults and poorly fit into smaller ears. Ale Ale Already. The new $20 Headphones for Smileys of Kid Gear delivers real sonic performance in a size
perfect for smaller ears. They really work. My headphones-averse 5-year-old took them immediately and gave them a big thumbs up! They are a great addition to your child's game player and work well with MP3 and DVD players. Too.
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